
 
 
Autres caprices 

 

"AUTRES CAPRICES - different moods" is a fitting title when you look at Roland Schauls' paintings. The 

artist virtuously combines figurative and abstract painting. Drawing and colored surface painting 

stand side by side with him on an equal footing, he concretizes here and only vaguely indicates there. 

Experience spaces and perspectives are explored anew, setting accents with bright color. 

With this form and color vocabulary, Roland Schauls describes the image of man between realism 

and abstraction. His protagonists - individually or in a group - are arranged as if on a stage. "Theater 

of Life" could also have been a nice title. His characters seem to linger only briefly, then to switch to 

other stories, to different pictorial spaces. 

Roland Schauls celebrates this indefinite moment in his picture stories, the viewer in each picture is 

asked to complete the artist's picture idea through his own interpretation of what he sees - can even 

develop his own thoughts, because it is contrary to the usual "exact" specification in the Realistic 

painting here gives the artist the freedom in which the viewer can associate his ideas. 

The series of pictures “Seven Years” “Special Trip” “Heart and Toughness” may serve as an example. 

In the picture "Seven Years", a pair of shoes in a row of three is made as a "white spot" without color 

and contour. Even the shape reflects - in the individual consideration - only a small indication of a 

pair of shoes again and yet here is not for the inclined view, but HIS pair of shoes - with its own 

design. Or in the picture "Special trip" the contour of the figure blurs with the outlines of the table 

that carries the fruit bowl. And in "Heart and Toughness" the place where the fruit bouquet is placed 

is completely indefinite. Due to this "inaccuracy", the artist invites us not to perceive his pictures 

according to traditional viewing habits, but to develop his own viewing experience - the viewer 

becomes part of the creative process. 

The title "autres caprices" leads to another special feature in the artist's work. Roland Schauls 

captures the atmosphere of an event in his pictures. I already mentioned the image of a theater. The 

pictorial space becomes the stage for a scene, an event, a meeting - with this Commedia dell’arte it 

does not focus on people, but on the attitude towards life. 

The fact that Roland Schauls does not assign his protagonists the main role of the staging is shown by 

the sometimes strongly accentuated red lips - as if behind a mask, the artist hides the individuality of 

his performers and thus gives enough space to the auratic image. 

The "divertimento" of the moment is described without becoming superficial. Roland Schauls works 

with the same seriousness as portrait painters to trace the nature or character of a person, to reify a 

fleeting moment and invites us viewers to contribute our own ideas. 

The magic of the moment, invented by an artist, becomes part of the viewer's biography. 


